Joyce Bullock Garden Design
Design by Mail: Order Form
Please return with your cheque of £450.00 to:
Joyce Bullock Garden Design, 19 Richardson Way, Rugeley, Staffs, WS15 2TD
Name:
Address:

Telephone number:
Email address:
Site survey:
Please provide an A4 or A3 drawing of your garden with all of the main dimensions and a diagonal
measurement from one corner to another.
Please supply the North point if possible, or show where the sun rises and sets.
If a certain part of the garden is particularly sunny at a certain time please mark the area.

Checklist:
 All dimensions given incl. diagonal measurement
 Your drawing shows the position of the house
 North Point (or indication to where the sun rises and sets)
 Your plan shows all the existing features you would like to keep.
Photographs: Digital photos are ideal and can be sent via email to
joyce@joycebullockgardendesign.co.uk, alternatively post photos that have been taken from different
angles.

Checklist:
 Photographs of all angles provided
 The house, any views, manhole covers etc are shown
 All level changes photographed e.g. level changes, steps, any visible rise or fall
in the land
 All features being kept are shown on the photographs
The more information you are able to supply the more relevant the design will be.
Brief:
Please give as much detail and information as you about your ideal garden. Compile a (sensible) wish
list of your desires and how you would like to use your garden. For example, do you want to entertain?
How many do you wish to seat at a table? Is it a family garden? How many hours you are likely to
spend in it? Are you a keen gardener? Would you like a traditional garden, a contemporary feel or
something in between?

Checklist: 
 How do you want to use your garden?
 How many hours are you likely to spend in it?
 What style are you looking for (contemporary, traditional or in between?) 
 Are you a keen gardener or do you want it to be low maintenance?
 Do you need entertainment areas?
 Does a play area need to be incorporated?

The Brief (cont/d)
If required, please continue overleaf and on additional pieces of paper.

